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Abstract: The paper provides a quantitative assessment of the historic evolution of street networks 
based on a unique case-study, the street networks of Malé. The street network is Male is a result of the 
geographic limits of the island city and currently supports an extraordinary population density of 41,000 
per sq km, the highest in the world. This paper revisits the role of architectural science in the design and 
practice of urban modelling through the spatio-temporal investigation of the street network. Street 
formation is an indirect measure of the intensity of land-use and development. By tracing the formation 
of street networks, the paper presents quantitative results on the intensification of the finite space over 
time. Street networks are represented as a graph, whose edges represent edges and nodes represent 
junctions. The findings of the study provide a quantitative signature of the temporal evolution of the 
street system reveals the existence of two dynamic mechanisms that drive the evolution of the road 
network over time, namely plot subdivision (intensification) and reclamation (exploration). A summary 
of the street network metrics shows a continuous change in the growth of the road network between 
1920 and 2011. 
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1. Introduction 
The classical role of architectural science has been the investigation of the relationship of human 
comfort to the built environment. The primary methodologies have evolved from the domain of building 
physics and environmental studies. More recently, attention has been drawn to urban microclimates 
and larger scale phenomena such as Urban Heat Island effects.  Streets play a central role in the spatial 
organisation of urban settlements (Shouri et al, 2009). The networks formed by streets are an important 
contributor to the evolution of urban systems (Pitts et al, 2013). Like all urban processes, streets are 
continually subject to the forces of change and transformation. Empirical investigations of the dynamics 
of urban change can provide quantitative measures of the basic mechanisms governing the formation of 
street networks (Mimi et al, 2010). 
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The paper provides a quantitative assessment of the historic evolution of road networks based on a 
single case-study, the unique street networks of Malé. The city of Malé, the capital of the Maldives, is a 
unique settlement for understanding urban evolution. Malé occupies a 2 sq km island about 2m above 
sea level and is continuously growing inside a very small and finite boundary. The combination of the 
geographic limits of the island city and urban growth currently supports an extraordinary population 
density of 41,000 per sq km.  

This paper examines the development of urban form based on the spatio-temporal analysis of street 
networks. Street formation is an indirect measure of the intensity of land-use and development. The 
paper presents quantitative results on the intensification of existing space over time through the 
formation of street networks. An urban environment can be topologically represented as a connectivity 
graph or space-space topology by mapping the line segments to nodes and the intersections to links. 
Street networks are represented as a graph, whose edges represent edges and nodes represent 
junctions. 

A large number of studies have established that streets, like urban form, are subject to the forces of 
change and transformation (Doxiadis, 1970). The analytical tools of network science (Newman, 2003) 
can be applied for the quantitative characterization of street patterns. For example, Strano et al (2012) 
study the evolution of street networks over two centuries in a large urban area in Northern Italy. They 
suggest that the evolution of road networks is governed by two simple spatial mechanisms, namely, 
densification and exploration. Street patterns and their evolution in traditional cities have also been 
empirically studied using network models. Karimi et al (2003) investigate “grid dynamics” in the world 
heritage city of Isfahan through a comparative study of the city in the 17th and 20th centuries. Shpuza 
(2009) reports on the evolution of street networks in Adriatic and Ionian coastal settlements between 
1769 and 2007. Furthermore, contemporary street networks have also been the subject of analysis by 
these same methods (Al-Sayed, 2014). 

Axial maps (Turner et al, 2004) are a visual and formal description of street connectivity to 
understand and compute measures that characterize the spatial layout of street networks. The 
representation and analysis of axial maps using tools of space syntax, provide an evidence-based 
approach to analyzing spatial layouts of buildings and cities through the study of connectivity of places 
(Hillier, 2007; Griffiths, 2014). A street can be represented as a number of longest visibility line segments 
or axial lines. Axial lines are basically the ʻlongest visibility lines for representing individual linear spaces 
in urban environmentsʼ (Liu and Jiang 2011, 1) or ʻthe longest line that can be drawn through an 
arbitrary point in the spatial configurationʼ (Turner et al, 2004, 426). The collection of these line 
segments form an axial map. There are numerous measures generated by an analysis in DepthMap. 
From an analysis of axial maps, measures of node, depth, integration and connectivity (described in the 
following section) can be extracted from the data and the comparative analysis of these measures are 
presented as tabulated graphs. 

2. Urban Dynamics and Street Networks  
The network approach, describing a set of nodes connected by links, is a very useful framework to 
represent physical, biological and social systems. This methodology is well-established in the literature 
of network analysis and has been recently applied to spatial networks (Strano et al, 2012; Davis et al, 
2014). A street network is the collection of streets, roads and paths within an urban area. Followed by 
the division of Male’ as explained above, axial maps for all division of the 6 stages were produced. 
Taking each individual street and space as an axial line generates the Male Axial Map. This map provides 
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a skeletal approximation of the street network. i.e. a connectivity graph where the nodes represent 
streets and the links correspond to street intersections. . The Analysis Framework for modelling street 
network data as a series of time slices and generating network graphs where streets are represented by 
nodes and their intersections by edges. Each slice is processed for network connectivity, accessibility 
and degree of integration. The network representation and its topological metrics represent the toolbox 
of urban dynamics (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Research Methodology  for streets networks analysis. 
 

The following metrics are used for the street network analysis. 

2.1. Node Connectivity 

Connectivity of a street (node) measures the number of immediate neighboring streets that are 
physically connected to the street. The graph representation provides a measure of the degree of 
connectedness of a space to another. This measure depends on the node count, the approximate 
number of streets in a given layout. Mean Connectivity measures the average number of connections 
any given street has to other streets in the network. Max Connectivity measures the highest number of 
connections any given street has to other streets in the network. For example, connectivity is equivalent 
to local depth when s=1 (neighboring street intersections). 

2.2. Depth and Access 

For any given pair of streets (nodes in the connectivity graph), depth is defined as the number of 
shortest number of steps needed to reach one from the other. Depth measures the shortest distance s, 
(steps) to the neighboring streets. Mean Depth measures the average depth between any two streets in 
a given network. This measure captures the spatial depth of a street network and is an indicator of 
accessibility.  
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2.3. Global and Local Integration 

Integration is a measure that describes the average depth of a street to all other streets in the network. 
It was originally defined in Hillier and Hanson (1984) as a normalization of the mean depth measure. 
Integration allows all streets to be ranked from the most integrated to the most segregated. Mean 
Integration (Global-Rn) and Mean Integration (Local-R3) are two measures that quantify how a street 
relates to its local neighbourhood to a depth of 3 and then to the whole network (max depth). 

3. Street Evolution of Malé 1922-2011 
In this section, Male’s urban growth is mapped using the above framework approach to measure the 
depth, connectivity, integration and in turn efficiency of street layouts. The approach here is to analyse 
the spatial structure of Male' over time, as a basis of understanding its growth. A longitudinal study of 
Male's street network and block structure over a 90 year period is undertaken in six time slices between 
1922-2011 (Figure 2). The street network data and analysis of Male has been developed on the basis of a 
collection of historical aerial images, historical maps and planning data.  

 

Figure 2: Growth and transformation of the Street Network from 1920-2011 based on historical maps, 
aerial images and planning data of the City of Male (top right) divided into the Old City (top left), New 

City (bottom left) and Whole City (bottom right). 
 

Male' has an organic core or the Old City, which was the only part of the city that was existing in 
1922. The New City has been built around this old core, mostly to the South and West of the Old City. 
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Male’ urban growth occurred in the later part of this period. the analysis is applied on three divisions to 
all six stages: 

Old City – Because Male’ has gone through land reclamation quite rigorously in relation to the size of 
the island, any other urban growth process could be falsely be assumed as associated with land 
reclamation. To overcome this problem, the Old City area is extracted from  the city map in all of the six 
stages to analyse the changes or growth within the Old City. 

New City – Extracting the New City for analysis can reveal characteristics that belonged to either the 
Old City or the New City. This would be difficult to achieve in a Whole City analysis alone. 

Whole City – This considers the whole island at all of the six stages. 

3.1 Street Network Evolution 1922-1960 

In 1922, the street network (188 nodes) comprises a single relatively well integrated (Rn=1.77 and 
R3=2.09) street with a max connectivity measure of 38 and mean connectivity of 3.97. By 1960, the 
node count has increased to 220. Smaller crossing streets have appeared. These changes serve to better 
integrate the network with slight increases in all network metrics and the structure of the network 
remains stable (Figure 3).  

 
Figure 3: Street Network Evolution: Comparison of Old City, showing the visual network map with 

parameters at two time slices, 1922 and 1960. 

3.2 Street Network Evolution 1979-1986 

 In the case of Male, this period marks a radical departure from the previous 70 years of continuous 
expansion towards a new type of configuration (Figure 4). The most significant changes in the street 
network of Male are seen in the two decades between 1979 and 1999. The New City has grown 
substantially on land reclaimed from the sea. Two significant East-West streets running the whole length 
of the island have appeared in parallel to the Central Street in the Old City. The new street network, 
following on from the active land reclamation, is a rectilinear grid. During this period, the street count 
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climbs dramatically, almost doubling in a 25 year period from 225 (1960) to 415 (1986). The depth of the 
network increases to 7.2 with network integration dropping slightly (Rn=1.84 and R3=2.19). Max 
connectivity increases to 46 while mean connectivity also drops slightly to 3.96 (Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4: Street Network Evolution: Comparison of the visual network map with parameters at two time 

slices, Old City (1979) and Whole City (1986). 

3.3 Street Network Evolution 1999-2011 

The most central streets in the network in 2011 largely coincide with the oldest ones (Figure 5). As 
shown in the study of Strano et al (2012), the oldest central road of Male appears to constitute a 
persistent backbone that increases in importance over time. The evolution of the core road system, with 
the addition of 51 nodes is a continuous expansion and reinforcement of old and new structures (Figure 
5). 
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Figure 5: Street Network Evolution: Comparison of the Whole City, showing the visual axial map with 

parameters at two time slices, 1999 and 2011. 

4. Urban Dynamics Analysis 
By reconstructing the historical topographical and mapping data into a computational environment, 

we constructed the detailed road system (including minor streets) at six different points in time, t = 1, 2, 
…, 6, respectively corresponding to years: 1922, 1960, 1979, 1986, 1999 and 2011. For each time, t, an 
associated axial map is constructed. The geographical information sources used to construct the primal 
graphs. They were then imported into DepthMap to generate the topological measures tabulated for 
ease of analysis as shown in Table 1. 

The findings of the study provide a quantitative signature of the evolution of the street network in 
Male, the capital city of the Maldives. The quantitative analysis of the temporal evolution of the system 
reveals the existence of two dynamic mechanisms that drive the evolution of the road network over 
time, namely plot subdivision (densification) and reclamation (exploration) dynamics. A summary of the 
street network metrics shows a continuous change in the growth of the road network between 1920 
and 2011 (Table 1). It was identified in the 1922 map of Male’ that there were only about 168 streets in 
contrast to 329 streets in 2011. In a span of about 90 years the number of streets has almost doubled. 
This may seem like a reasonable increase when the land area of Male’ too has almost double in those 90 
years. Most changes within the Old City area in terms of street count have occurred from 1960 – 1979. 
While the city exhibits a relatively consistent set of metrics showing stability of the street evolution, a 
different picture emerges when the relative contributions of each of the components are analysed. A 
comparison of Old and New street networks to the Whole of Male is shown in Figure 6. Interestingly, 
node creation climbs dramatically in a relatively short period of time between 1979 and 1986. The new 
streets introduced that appear in time slice t=4, are planned on a grid unlike the organic character of the 
older street network. The number of nodes on the network almost doubles (220 to 415). The snapshot 
of the network in 2011 shows increasing node count (466), almost unchanged depth and max 
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connectivity and slightly decreased mean connectivity to 3.78. The integration of the street network 
changes marginally (Rn=1.86 and R3=2.21).  

Table 1: Street Network metrics, Whole City of Male 1922-2011. 

Network Metrics 1922 1960 1979 1986 1999 2011 
Node Count 188 220 295 415 415 466 
Mean Depth 6 6.4 6.6 7.2 7.2 7.2 
Max Connectivity 38 41 47 46 47 47 
Mean Connectivity 3.9681 4.2273 4.0407 3.9614 3.8182 3.7897 
Integration (Global-
Rn) 

1.7722 1.9542 1.9252 1.8427 1.8580 1.8650 

Integration (Local-
R3) 

2.0986 2.2669 2.2709 2.1964 2.2062 2.2135 

 
The spatial depth (of the city is almost entirely contributed by the Old City. The connectivity of the 

new city is better and contributes to the relative stability of the network connectivity. The integration of 
the new city is high while the integration of the old city drops significantly over the study period. In 
conclusion, the network metrics track the continuously changing urban street characteristics as they 
dynamically evolve over time. 

 

Figure 6: Evolution of the Street Network of Male, 1922-2011 showing the Old City (red), New City 
(green) and the Whole City (blue). 

5. Discussion 
Using network measures, we characterise the dynamic structure of street networks over time. The 
continuous change that we have reported in Male’s streets reflects the radical changes in urban form 
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that have occurred during its transition from a tropical island settlement to a modern city. Male is an 
example of street evolution that builds at each step on the characteristics of older streets by a process 
of expansion, sometimes radically, such as the introduction of main streets and the urban grid. More 
importantly, Male also is an example of a network structure that tends to change through a process of 
intensification where new streets are carved out within the existing structure.  At this stage, these 
results cannot be generalized to the larger processes of urbanisation. The results from Male are highly 
specific. Our findings support the hypothesis that street networks undergo fine-grained local dynamics 
of change, continuously expanding upon a stable backbone of structures (Strano, 2012). They include 
the persistence of older streets, the formation of a “stable backbone” of highly integrated (central) 
streets, the formation of a grid network on the land reclamation areas and finally the densification of 
streets through subdivision of land parcels.  

First, the findings are limited by assumptions such as the definition of the streets as a graph 
representation of streets (node) and their connections (edges). Additional network and topology 
measures (e.g. centrality), better integration of street dimensions such as lengths, widths and volumes 
are necessary to improve and tune the representation. Finally, the validation of data and models with 
other spatial network models and empirical measures are needed. For example, the correlation of urban 
micro-climate effects with street form, size and composition; thermal variation across streets and the 
role of the spatial characteristics of streets in the mitigation of Urban Heat Island (UHI) effects can be 
developed. The development of predictive models will significantly increase the applicability of 
computational urban dynamics to the problems of urban growth, density and sprawl. The establishment 
of the physical limits of urban land-use and density is an important criterion for the development of 
compact settlements. While a vast variation in settlement size and density can be observed in studies of 
settlement form, relatively few studies have been undertaken on how cities grow within finite 
boundaries. The city of Male provides an opportunity for understanding the effect of finite boundary 
metrics in the growth of human settlements. Computational methods such as those presented here can 
assist in the development of metrics that permit the study of urban growth within finite boundaries. 
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